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Hp photosmart plus b210 connect to wifi

At a GlanceInexpensive; built-in Wi-FiInnovative touch controlsSearing ink prices; pokey scan speedsLimited paper handlingA few bells and whistles arenâ€™t enough to overcome exorbitant ink prices. Wireless networking and touch-sensitive controls help set HP’s Photosmart C4780 apart from other entry-level color inkjet multifunction printers.
Unfortunately the model comes with outrageous prices for its ink, and it has an extremely limited design. The Photosmart C4780 offers a few extras and admirable support for its low price ($130 at this writing). Connectivity includes Wi-Fi and USB, plus two media slots for MS, SD, and xD cards. The 1.45-inch color touchscreen is very easy to use, as
is HP‘s onscreen Solution Center software, which centralizes printer settings, status, and other utilities. Its Help section offers much more useful support information (including animations) than the anemic HTML-based user guide. The unit’s performance was adequate in our tests. Print speeds were average overall: 7.6 pages per minute for plain-text
pages, 2.5 ppm for graphics. Text was dark charcoal rather than black, but looked very crisp even in small-point and ornate fonts. Other colors in our test printouts tended to be slightly oversaturated yet still looked natural. There was some visible banding in large areas of continuous color. Scan speeds were dismally slow; however the images showed
accurate, if slightly pixelated, colors, and precise lines. The Photosmart C4780’s paper handling is adequate for light use, but it’s a klunky design. The thick, plastic 80-sheet input tray drops open from the front of the printer; a sturdy plastic extension folds out to accommodate legal-size paper. Printed or copied output (up to 15 sheets) falls right on
top of the input stack, which looks and feels awkward. Automatic duplexing is not available, but the driver will walk you through the steps manually. Replacement inks for the C4780 were among the most expensive on the market at the time of this review. A 600-page, high-yield black cartridge costs $35, or 5.8 cents a page for black output. A 440page, high-yield tricolor cartridge costs $42, or 9.3 cents a page. A graphics page using all four colors (cyan, magenta, yellow, and black) costs 15.1 cents a page. Standard cartridges aren’t worth considering unless you print or copy only occasionally, as the cost per page is 7.5 cents for black and 19.6 cents for four-color cartridges, respectively.
Attractive, easy-to-use controls and decent output quality might be enough to recommend the HP Photosmart C4780–if the cost of ink weren’t so high. It could be a passable choice if you need wireless and don’t print much. For other choices, see our Top 10 Inkjet Multifunction Printers. –Susan Silvius Support Communities / iPad / Using iPad Looks
like no one’s replied in a while. To start the conversation again, simply ask a new question. Question: Q: Everything works up to the point of actually printing. The iPad sees the printer, I hit the print button in the dialogue menu, I get a window saying it is connecting, then nothing happens. Printer is on and active. I did the wireless test on the printer
and it says everything is fine. Both the printer and the iPad are connected to the same network. What gives? iMac 20" Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz, Mac OS X (10.6), Also own iMac G5 Posted on Feb 25, 2011 1:43 PM Reply I have this question too (16) I have this question too Me too (16) Me too Feb 25, 2011 5:18 PM in response to Robert Huber In response
to Robert Huber Robert- 1. Have you checked to see if there is a firmware update for the printer? The check should be in one of the preferences or setup menus. 2. Try double-clicking the button below the iPad's screen. That should show all running programs along the bottom of the screen. Press on one and hold until a red minus sign appears. Look
for the printer cue and press its minus sign. If a previous printing attempt is blocking later print jobs, this should clear out all pending print jobs. 3. What kind of WiFi router are you using? Some do not pass the Bonjour data that AirPrint requires. You can check this by configuring the printer for Ad Hoc mode and printing to it directly from the iPad.
Fred Feb 25, 2011 5:18 PM Feb 25, 2011 8:27 PM in response to Robert Huber In response to Robert Huber Robert- If you updated the printer's firmware a few days ago, then that is not likely your problem. If you only updated the drivers on your Macintosh, then the printer still needs to be checked. The AirPort Extreme is known to work well with
AirPrint. The fact that your printer can't get to the internet makes me wonder if it might be connected to a different WiFi base station that does not have a connection to the internet. That would explain why your iPad can't find the printer. That is assuming your iPad can get to the internet! Can you add the printer to your Mac's Printer System
Preference? If everything fails, you may have a defective printer. Fred Feb 25, 2011 8:27 PM Page content loaded Feb 25, 2011 5:18 PM in response to Robert Huber In response to Robert Huber Robert- 1. Have you checked to see if there is a firmware update for the printer? The check should be in one of the preferences or setup menus. 2. Try
double-clicking the button below the iPad's screen. That should show all running programs along the bottom of the screen. Press on one and hold until a red minus sign appears. Look for the printer cue and press its minus sign. If a previous printing attempt is blocking later print jobs, this should clear out all pending print jobs. 3. What kind of WiFi
router are you using? Some do not pass the Bonjour data that AirPrint requires. You can check this by configuring the printer for Ad Hoc mode and printing to it directly from the iPad. Fred Feb 25, 2011 5:18 PM Reply Helpful (1) Thread reply - more options Feb 25, 2011 5:55 PM in response to Fred-M- In response to Fred-M- Thanks for responding.
1. I found the HP Software Update among the Applications in the HP Utility app. I clicked on the Update Manually button several times but the progress bar runs forever and when I quit it says the app was "unable to access the internet." I am accessing the internet with no problem so don't know what's up. 2. I found the Print Center app as you said.
But note that the cue badge (showing 5 jobs) takes precedent over the minus badge. To clear I had to click on the Print Center app which brought up a list of jobs which I could then delete individually. 3. I am using AirPort Extreme. Still can't get the HP app to connect to the internet so went to the printer's support page on HP website. Firmware
updates are not shown. Only software updates. Apple just sent out HP printer updates a couple of days ago which I installed already. Not sure if what HP has is different than that. Feb 25, 2011 5:55 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Feb 25, 2011 8:27 PM in response to Robert Huber In response to Robert Huber Robert- If you updated
the printer's firmware a few days ago, then that is not likely your problem. If you only updated the drivers on your Macintosh, then the printer still needs to be checked. The AirPort Extreme is known to work well with AirPrint. The fact that your printer can't get to the internet makes me wonder if it might be connected to a different WiFi base station
that does not have a connection to the internet. That would explain why your iPad can't find the printer. That is assuming your iPad can get to the internet! Can you add the printer to your Mac's Printer System Preference? If everything fails, you may have a defective printer. Fred Feb 25, 2011 8:27 PM Reply Helpful (1) Thread reply - more options
Feb 25, 2011 9:09 PM in response to Fred-M- In response to Fred-M- By the way, AirPrint does NOT work with the printer connected to the AirPort Extreme's USB port. You may be able to print to it from the Mac, but not the iPad using AirPrint! Fred Feb 25, 2011 9:09 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Feb 26, 2011 8:23 AM in response
to Fred-M- In response to Fred-M- I got through to HP tech support and we resolved the problem. She had me use the control screen on the printer to access Web Services Settings-->Remove Web Services. Then once removed, use the same controls to re-establish them. This apparently was the workaround to allow the firmware update to get to the
printer. For some reason we were unable to get the HP Software Update app on my iMac to access the internet to do it that way. Shutting down, unplugging, replugging, and restarting the printer was also part of the process--but not sure whether that was necessary or not. Both iPhone and iPad now use AirPrint to print to the printer. Very slick! Feb
26, 2011 8:23 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Apr 2, 2011 9:21 PM in response to Robert Huber In response to Robert Huber I had exactly the same problem and even tough the printer itself downloaded an update I could not print. However, I went in to the menu and removed web services and then reinstalled web services. The
pending print job on the iPad then started to print. (No restart of the printer was needed) Now everything works as it should. Thanks for the tip. Apr 2, 2011 9:21 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options May 1, 2011 10:40 AM in response to Robert Huber In response to Robert Huber I was having the same problem with my MacBook Pro, but
your solution fixed the problem. I needed to restart the printer, however. Not a big deal just a note for anyone else who tries this fix, you might have to restart, you might not.Thanks for the help May 1, 2011 10:40 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Jul 17, 2011 10:51 AM in response to Fred-M- In response to Fred-M- This is the best advice
..Mine is working again.. Jul 17, 2011 10:51 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options User profile for user: Robert Huber Question: Q: HP Photosmart Plus b210 won't connect to iPad
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